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1. The difference between preparing and not preparing is MASSIVE.

Apart from knowing the songs and learning the lyrics, setting aside time to prepare my

heart before God is the most important thing — it allows the Holy Spirit to speak, puts a

verse on my heart, and gives me ideas.

Setting aside time to prepare my heart before God is the most
important thing...

t

2. Receive constructive feedback.

From those around you who have been doing this for longer than you. I want to lead

people the best way I can each time, plus I don’t know everything so I need to remain

humble and teachable.

SEE ALSO: 10 THINGS I’VE LEARNED ABOUT LEADING A CREATIVE TEAM (#11 IS MY

FAVOURITE)
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3. Have a plan.

If you don’t play an instrument, grab the Music Director, or a musician and together,

figure out the keys of the songs you’ve chosen, any potential creative moments you

might have, specific transitions, etc. That way you have a plan in place that has been

practiced, but you also have flexibility to change if you feel to do so.

4. Have an opinion.

Especially if you’re a co-worship leader. When the senior worship leader asks you what

you think of a song, idea, or moment – have something to contribute! You could have a

great idea that no one has thought of yet.

5. Run your song list by someone else.

I always get a second eye to look over my list, just to make sure it’s the strongest and

most relevant it can be. This can mean you may need to tailor a song list to a specific

service and then tweak it slightly for the next one.

6. Don’t strive when you lead, but don’t step back either.

Lead with the authority that has been given to you. Yes, there is a spiritual weight to the

platform, which includes the responsibility we have to lead people to Jesus, but lead

confidently knowing you’ve been given the platform and entrusted by your pastors.

7. You will have a train wreck and you will be okay.

A close friend and mentor told me this and a week later, I had a beauty! Don’t stress – it

keeps you humble and you learn from it, plus they make for great stories!

8. Watch, listen and learn every chance you get.

We never graduate from learning.

9.  Your primary service to the church is to lead them to the presence of God.

Don’t think for a second that worship leading is your moment to shine or preach,

especially when you are taking ‘the gap’.  If it adds to the service and allows you to

arrest the atmosphere, then do it; but if it takes away from Jesus and what your primary

purpose is, leave it out.

10. Be yourself.

You are unique and God speaks to each of us differently, so lead accordingly. God has



put something on your life, so lead from that place.

love, Taya 
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